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                                    2,500 km of cycle routes and greenways
A variety of itineraries for cyclists of all levels: EuroVelo routes, cycle routes, plenty of local and regional loops, Alsace tours, and cross-border itineraries, all offering a unique experience for exploring Alsace by bike.
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            Cycling Routes in Alsace
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                            EuroVelo
                            Eurovelo 5, 6 and 15
                            Explore
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                            Cycle routes
                            Diverse itineraries through the vineyards of Alsace, along the canals, or in the valleys of the Vosges Mountains.
                            Explore
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                            The Alsace Vineyard Cycle Trail
                            The Alsace Vineyard Cycle Route crosses postcard-perfect landscapes: castle ruins, flowered villages, Romanesque abbeys, undulating vineyards, and welcoming winstubs.
                            Explore
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                            Local loops 
                            Loops ranging from 20 to 50 km for a half- or full-day outing around a theme, starting from one of the EuroVelo routes.
                            Explore
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                            Regional loops
                            Loops ranging from 50 to 100 km.
                            Explore
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                            Alsace tours
                            A selection of tours around Alsace for discovering the region.
                            Explore
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                            Cross-border itineraries 
                            Explore the routes that cross into Germany and Switzerland from Alsace
                            Explore
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                            Loops for everyone
                            Bike loops specially designed for individuals with reduced mobility, so everyone can enjoy this charming and iconic region at their own pace.
                            Explore
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                    Alsace cycle Tour
                                            Strasbourg
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                                Confirmé/sportif
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                    Alsace cycle tour (South)
                                            Mulhouse
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                    Alsace Vineyard Cycle Route
                                            Marlenheim
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                    Bruche Valley cycle route
                                            Saales
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                Prepare your holiday in Alsace
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            Cycling in Alsace            Itineraries for everyone
            Find the itinerary or cycling outing that’s right for you from among all the routes on Alsace by Bike.
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                            From north to south
                            Explore Alsace from end to end along a multitude of routes.

                            Our itineraries
                        

                    
        

        
            Types of routes
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            Prepare your holiday 
                    

        
                            
                    [image: ]                    Interactive map
                    Explore Alsace by bike with our interactive map, and easily plan your cycling route through this beautiful region, discovering the tourist sites, bike paths, and charming villages along your route.
                    Find out more                

                            
                    [image: ]                    Getting to Alsace
                    Find all the different ways to get to Alsace: fly to Strasbourg or Basel-Mulhouse airports, take a high-speed train, or make it a road trip and come by car. Plenty of options for easily reaching your destination in Alsace.
                    Find out more                
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                    Plan your next cycling adventure in Alsace with the cycling route planner.
                    Find out more                
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                                            What is 
                                                                Alsace à vélo ?

                                        Find out more about the organisation and objectives behind Alsace à vélo.

                    Presentation of Alsace à vélo                
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                                            How to 
                                                                read a KML or GPX file

                                        The complete guide for reading KML and GPX cycle route files on smartphones and navigation devices.

                    Find out more                
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                                            Download
                                                                The Alsace by Bike map

                                        Download our map to see all the cycling itineraries.

                    Download                
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            Our themed websites
            Visit on our dedicated websites for ideas and inspiration to create the Alsace experience that fits you!
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                            Visit.alsace
                            For a unique holiday experience in Alsace
                            Explore
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                            The Alsace Wine Route
                            Fall under the spell of the legendary wine route
                            Explore
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                            Christmas in Alsace
                            Experience the magic and wonder of an exceptional Christmas
                            Explore
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                            Castles in Alsace 
                            Climb to new heights and dive into history
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                        Stay connected                        Share your most beautiful experiences with#cyclinginalsace
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